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Profile 
A London based Cinematographer and Videographer with experience working 
on a wide range of projects from branded content to feature length Films. I pride 
myself on fast and efficient work combined with good storytelling and beautiful 
visuals. 


Camera Operator - Bat out of Hell - Trick of the Light- Jan 2022 
After the sad news of Meat Loaf death I was hired to film the shows memorial service, to 
be used for social media and to be sent out the world wide news for the morning news.


Camera Operator - Grant Thornton -Totem Films - Jan 2022 
Rigging a full studio in the companies London HQ and shooting a live stream where the 
CEO and other members of the executive team discussed the plans moving into 2022. 


Camera Operator - Chicken Shop Date “Louis Theroux” - Dimz Inc - Jan 2022 
A shoot with comedian Amelia Dimoldenberg and TV presenter Louis Theroux for a You 
Tube series with over 600,000 subscribers, shot on two cameras since most of the action 
is improved.


Ronin Operator - Wicked Cast photo shoot BTS - Pardon Our French - Jan 2022 
Shooting behind the scenes content to be used by the West End show on Social Media to 
announce the line up of the 2022 lead cast.


Camera Operator - Wired Defence - Paradigm Creative - Dec 2021 
A hybrid live stream event made up of zoom phone ins and interviews with scientist and 
defence experts for a Wired Magazine audience.


Camera Operator - Cinderella - The Cleveland Agency - Dec 2021 
Shooting social media Christmas content for the west end show Cinderella.


Camera Operator - TK Maxx Comic Relief- Nifty 50 - Nov 2021 
This shoot was done at the photo shoot for the TK Maxx Comic Relief t-shirt campaign it 
involved different celebrities like Rylan Clark and Aisling Bea.


Camera Operator - F45 documentary -Sora Media- Nov 2021 
A remote shoot where director/producer was based in Singapore asking questions over a 
laptop video call, while I rigged the lighting and camera in the studio in London.


Ronin Operator - East England Tourist video- Movemedia TV - Oct 2021 
Shooting different tourist attractions about East of England to be used as part of the 2022 
tourism campaign. 


Cinematographer/Director - Devolution - Proportion Productions - Oct 2021 
A micro budget feature film shot around London and Kent, this project had a heavy VFX 
based story line so I worked along side the producers, to make sure we had enough and 
kept the project with in budget.
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Camera Operator - YOTO mini advert - YOTO - Oct 2021 
Working along side the Photographer/Cinematographer to help capture the pre agreed 
story board, while also coming up with creative ideas/problem solving since we were 
working with kids we had to flexible.


Camera Operator - Chicken Shop Date “Ed Sheeran” - Dimz Inc - Sept  2021 
A shoot with comedian Amelia Dimoldenberg and music star Ed Sheeran for a You Tube 
series with over 600,000 subscribers, shot on two cameras since most of the action is 
improved.


Self shooting Director / Editor - TED Baker Street Party BTS - Eleven - Sept 2021 
This shoot was part of the TED baker Street Party which involved shooting interview with 
the different acts including Jungle, Little Simz and Bastille.


Cinematographer/Director - Shockwaves - Jaggged Edge Productions - Sept 2021 
Micro budget feature film with heavy VFX story line following a family as the battle to 
survive an earthquake.


Cinematographer - Raging Bull Biltong - Treacle Seven - Aug 2021 
A TV advert shot for the beef jerky brand directed by Markus Meedt. This shoot was 
made up of pack shots and a short comedy.


Camera Operator - Courvoisier - Diageo - Aug 2021 
Shooting the BTS of the new online campaign for Courvoisier to be mainly used on social 
media. This shoot took place around London over one day. The brief was to capture the 
energy of the shoot while also keeping out the the way of the main unit.


Ronin Operator - Jersey Boys Press Night - Trick of the Light -  Aug 2021 
This shoot was done at the Jersey Boys press night which involved shooting B-roll and 
interviewing different members of the public what they thought the show. 


Education 
London Film School - Film Lighting: Theory & Practice short course 2019 London 
College of Communication - Social Media short course 2017 

Cinema Jam - Oscar Cinematography Workshop 2016 
Northern Film School - Cinematography Workshop 2015 
Bournemouth University - Global Media Practice, 2014 
The BRIT School - Film Studies A Level, 2011 
The BRIT School - Film and Digital Arts BTEC, 2011 


References 

Jonny Magowan - Trick of the Light Media - Producer e: hello@trickofthelightmedia.com 


Georgie Downey - DIMZ inc - Producer e: georgie@dimzinc.com 
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